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Volume One—Chapter One.
Bevis at Work.
One morning a large wooden case was brought to the farmhouse,
and Bevis, impatient to see what was in it, ran for the hard chisel
and the hammer, and would not consent to put off the work of
undoing it for a moment. It must be done directly. The case was
very broad and nearly square, but only a few inches deep, and was
formed of thin boards. They placed it for him upon the floor, and,
kneeling down, he tapped the chisel, driving the edge in under the
lid, and so starting the nails. Twice he hit his fingers in his haste,
once so hard that he dropped the hammer, but he picked it up again
and went on as before, till he had loosened the lid all round.
After labouring like this, and bruising his finger, Bevis was
disappointed to find that the case only contained a picture which
might look very well, but was of no use to him. It was a fine
engraving of “An English Merry-making in the Olden Time,” and
was soon hoisted up and slung to the wall. Bevis claimed the case
as his perquisite, and began to meditate what he could do with it. It
was dragged from the house into one of the sheds for him, and he
fetched the hammer and his own special little hatchet, for his first
idea was to split up the boards. Deal splits so easily, it is a pleasure
to feel the fibres part, but upon consideration he thought it might
do for the roof of a hut, if he could fix it on four stakes, one at each
corner.
Away he went with his hatchet down to the withy-bed by the brook
(where he intended to build the hut) to cut some stakes and get

them ready. The brook made a sharp turn round the withy-bed,
enclosing a tongue of ground which was called in the house at
home the Peninsula, because of its shape and being surrounded on
three sides by water. This piece of land, which was not all withy,
but partly open and partly copse, was Bevis’s own territory, his
own peculiar property, over which he was autocrat and king.
He flew at once to attack a little fir, and struck it with the hatchet:
the first blow cut through the bark and left a “blaze,” but the
second did not produce anything like so much effect, the third, too,
rebounded, though the tree shook to its top. Bevis hit it a fourth
time, not at all pleased that the fir would not cut more easily, and
then, fancying he saw something floating down the stream,
dropped his hatchet and went to the edge to see.
It was a large fly struggling aimlessly, and as it was carried past a
spot where the bank overhung and the grasses drooped into the
water, a fish rose and took it, only leaving just the least circle of
wavelet. Next came a dead dry twig, which a wood-pigeon had
knocked off with his strong wings as he rose out of the willow-top
where his nest was. The little piece of wood stayed a while in the
hollow where the brook had worn away the bank, and under which
was a deep hole; there the current lingered, then it moved quicker,
till, reaching a place where the channel was narrower, it began to
rush and rotate, and shot past a long green flag bent down, which
ceaselessly fluttered in the swift water. Bevis took out his knife
and began to cut a stick to make a toy boat, and then, throwing it
down, wished he had a canoe to go floating along the stream and
shooting over the bay; then he looked up the brook at the old
pollard willow he once tried to chop down for that purpose.

The old pollard was hollow, large enough for him to stand inside
on the soft, crumbling “touchwood,” and it seemed quite dead,
though there were green rods on the top, yet it was so hard he
could not do much with it, and wearied his arm to no purpose.
Besides, since he had grown bigger he had thought it over, and
considered that even if he burnt the tree down with fire, as he had
half a mind to do, having read that that was the manner of the
savages in wild countries, still he would have to stop up both ends
with board, and he was afraid that he could not make it water-tight.
And it was only the same reason that stayed his hand from barking
an oak or a beech to make a canoe of the bark, remembering that if
he got the bark off in one piece the ends would be open and it
would not float properly. He knew how to bark a tree quite well,
having helped the woodmen when the oaks were thrown, and he
could have carried the short ladder out and so cut it high enough up
the trunk (while the tree stood). But the open ends puzzled him;
nor could he understand nor get any one to explain to him how the
wild men, if they used canoes like this, kept the water out at the
end.
Once, too, he took the gouge and the largest chisel from the
workshop, and the mallet with the beech-wood head, and set to
work to dig out a boat from a vast trunk of elm thrown long since,
and lying outside the rick-yard, whither it had been drawn under
the timber-carriage. Now, the bark had fallen off this piece of
timber from decay, and the surface of the wood was scored and
channelled by insects which had eaten their way along it. But
though these little creatures had had no difficulty, Bevis with his
gouge and his chisel and his mallet could make very little
impression, and though he chipped out pieces very happily for half
an hour, he had only formed a small hole. So that would not do; he

left it, and the first shower filled the hole he had cut with water,
and how the savages dug out their canoes with flint choppers he
could not think, for he could not cut off a willow twig with the
sharpest splinter he could find.
Of course he knew perfectly well that boats are built of plank, but
if you try to build one you do not find it so easy; the planks are not
to be fitted together by just thinking you will do it. That was more
difficult to him than gouging out the huge elm trunk; Bevis could
hardly smooth two planks to come together tight at the edge or
even to overlap, nor could he bend them up at the end, and
altogether it was a very cross-grained piece of work this making a
boat.
Pan: the spaniel, sat down on the hard, dry, beaten earth of the
workshop, and looked at Bevis puzzling over his plane and his
pencil, his footrule, and the paper on which he had sketched his
model; then up at Bevis’s forehead, frowning over the trouble of it;
next Pan curled round and began to bite himself for fleas, pushing
up his nostril and snuffling and raging over them. No. This would
not do; Bevis could not wait long enough; Bevis liked the sunshine
and the grass under foot. Crash fell the plank and bang went the
hammer as he flung it on the bench, and away they tore out into the
field, the spaniel rolling in the grass, the boy kicking up the tall
dandelions, catching the yellow disk under the toe of his boot and
driving it up in the air.
But though thrown aside like the hammer, still the idea slumbered
in his mind, and as Bevis stood by the brook, looking across at the
old willow, and wishing he had a boat, all at once he thought what
a capital raft the picture packing-case would make! The case was
much larger than the picture which came in it; it had not perhaps

been originally intended for that engraving. It was broad and flat; it
had low sides; it would not be water-tight, but perhaps he could
make it—yes, it was just the very thing. He would float down the
brook on it; perhaps he would cross the Longpond.
Like the wind he raced back home, up the meadow, through the
garden, past the carthouse to the shed where he had left the case.
He tilted it up against one of the uprights or pillars of the shed, and
then stooped to see if daylight was visible anywhere between the
planks. There were many streaks of light, chinks which must be
caulked, where they did not fit. In the workshop there was a good
heap of tow; he fetched it, and immediately began to stuff it in the
openings with his pocket-knife. Some of the chinks were so wide,
he filled them up with chips of wood, with the tow round the chips,
so as to wedge tightly.
The pocket-knife did not answer well. He got a chisel, but that cut
the tow, and was also too thick; then he thought of an old tableknife he had seen lying on the garden wall, left there by the man
who had been set to weed the path with it. This did much better,
but it was tedious work, very tedious work; he was obliged to leave
it twice—once to have a swing, and stretch himself; the second
time to get a hunch, or cog, as he called it, of bread and butter. He
worked so hard he was so hungry. Round the loaf there were
indentations, like a cogged wheel, such as the millwright made. He
had one of these cogs of bread cut out, and well stuck over with
pats of fresh butter, just made and fresh from the churn, not yet
moulded and rolled into shape, a trifle salt but delicious.
Then on again, thrusting the tow in with the knife, till he had used
it all, and still there were a few chinks open. He thought he would
get some oakum by picking a bit of rope to pieces: there was no

old rope about, so he took out his pocket-knife, and stole into the
waggon-house, where, first looking round to be sure that no one
was about, he slashed at the end of a cart-line. The thick rope was
very hard, and it was difficult to cut it; it was twisted so tight, and
the rain and the sun had toughened it besides, while the surface
was case-hardened by rubbing against the straw of the loads it had
bound. He haggled it off at last, but when he tried to pick it to
pieces he found the larger strands unwound tolerably well, but to
divide them and part the fibres was so wearisome and so difficult
that he did not know how to manage it. With a nail he hacked at it,
and got quite red in the face, but the tough rope was not to be torn
to fragments in a minute; he flung it down, then he recollected
some one would see it, so he hurled it over the hedge into the lane.
He ran indoors to see if he could find anything that would do
instead, and went up into the bench-room where there was another
carpenter’s bench (put up for amateur work), and hastily turned
over everything; then he pulled out the drawer in his mamma’s
room, the drawer in which she kept odds and ends, and having
upset everything, and mixed her treasures, he lighted on some rag
which she kept always ready to bind round the fingers that used to
get cut so often. For a makeshift this, he thought, would do. He
tore a long piece, left the drawer open, and ran to the shed with it.
There was enough to fill the last chink he could see; so it was done.
But it was a hundred and twenty yards to the brook, and though he
could lift the case on one side at a time, he could not carry it.
He sat down on the stool (dragged out from the workshop) to think;
why of course he would fasten a rope to it, and so haul it along!
Looking for a nail in the nail-box on the bench, for the rope must
be tied to something, he saw a staple which would do much better
than a nail, so he bored two holes with a gimlet, and drove the

staple into the raft. There was a cord in the summer-house by the
swing, which he used for a lasso—he had made a running noose,
and could throw it over anything or anybody who would keep
still—this he fetched, and put through the staple. With the cord
over his shoulder he dragged the raft by main force out of the shed,
across the hard, dry ground, through the gate, and into the field. It
came very hard, but it did come, and he thought he should do it.
The grass close to the rails was not long, and the load slipped
rather better on it, but farther out into the field it was longer, and
the edge of the case began to catch against it, and when he came to
the furrows it was as much as he could manage, first to get it down
into the furrow, next to lift it up a little, else it would not move,
and then to pull it up the slope. By stopping a while and then
hauling he moved it across three of the furrows, but now the cord
quite hurt his shoulder, and had begun to fray his jacket. When he
looked back he was about thirty yards from where he had started,
not halfway to the gateway, through which was another meadow,
where the mowing-grass was still higher.
Bevis sat down on the sward to rest, his face all hot with pulling,
and almost thought he should never do it. There was a trail in the
grass behind where the raft had passed like that left by a chain
harrow. It wanted something to slip on; perhaps rollers would do
like those they moved the great pieces of timber on to the saw-pit.
As soon as he had got his breath again, Bevis went back to the
shed, and searched round for some rollers. He could not find any
wood ready that would do, but there was a heap of poles close by.
He chose a large, round willow one, carried the stool down to it,
got the end up on the stool, and worked away like a slave till he
had sawn off three lengths.

These he took to the raft, put one under the front part, and arranged
the other two a little way ahead. Next, having brought a stout stake
from the shed, he began to lever the raft along, and was delighted
at the ease with which it now moved. But this was only on the
level ground and down the slope of the next furrow, so far it went
very well, but there was a difficulty in getting it up the rise. As the
grass grew longer, too, the rollers would not roll; and quite tired
out with all this work, Bevis flung down his lever, and thought he
would go indoors and sit down and play at something else.
First he stepped into the kitchen, as the door was open; it was a
step down to it. The low whitewashed ceiling and the beam across
it glowed red from the roasting-fire of logs split in four, and built
up on the hearth; the flames rushed up the vast, broad chimney—a
bundle of flames a yard high, whose tips parted from the main
tongues and rose disjointed for a moment by themselves: the tiny
panes of yellowish-green glass, too, in the window reflected the
light. Such a fire as makes one’s lips moist at the thought of the
juicy meats and the subtle sweetness imparted by the wood fuel,
which has a volatile fragrance of its own. Bevis thought he would
get the old iron spoon, and melt some lead, and cast some bullets
in the mould—he had a mould, though they would not let him have
a pistol—he knew where there was a piece of lead-pipe, and a
battered bit of guttering that came off the house.
Or else he would put in a nail, make it white hot, and hammer it
into an arrowhead, using the wrought-iron fire-dog as an anvil. The
heat was so great, especially as it was a warm May day, that before
he could decide he was obliged to go out of the kitchen, and so
wandered into the sitting-room. His fishing-rod stood in the corner
where he had left it; he had brought it in because the second joint
was splitting, and he intended (as the ferrule was lost) to bind it

round and round with copper wire. But he did not feel much
inclined to do that either; he had half a mind to go up in the benchroom, and take the lock of the old gun to pieces to see how it
worked. Only the stock (with the lock attached) was left; the barrel
was gone.
While he was thinking he walked into the parlour, and seeing the
bookcase open—the door was lined within with green material—
put his hand involuntarily on an old grey book. The covers were
grey and worn and loose; the back part had come off; the edges
were rough and difficult to turn over, because they had not been
cut by machinery; the margin, too, was yellow and frayed. Bevis’s
fingers went direct to the rhyme he had read so often, and in an
instant everything around him disappeared, room and bookcase
and the garden without, and he forgot himself, for he could see the
“bolde men in their deeds,” he could hear the harper and the
minstrel’s song, the sound of trumpet and the clash of steel; how—
“As they were drinking ale and wine
Within Kyng Estmere’s halle:
When will ye marry a wyfe, brother,
A wyfe to glad us all?”
How the kyng and “Adler younge” rode to the wooing, and the
fight they had, fighting so courageously against crowds of
enemies,—
“That soone they have slayne the Kempery men,
Or forst them forth to flee.”
Bevis put himself so into it, that he did it all, he bribed the porter,
he played the harp, and drew the sword; these were no words to
him, it was a living picture in which he himself acted.

He was inclined to go up into the garret and fetch down the old
cutlass that was there among the lumber, and go forth into the
meadow and slash away at “gix” and parsley and burdocks, and
kill them all for Kempery men, just as he out them down before
when he was Saint George. As he was starting for the cutlass he
recollected that the burdocks and the rest where not up high
enough yet, the Paynim scoundrels had not grown tall enough in
May to be slain with any pleasure, and a sense that you were
valiantly swording. Still there was an old wooden bedstead up
there, on which he could hoist up a sail, and sail away to any port
he chose, to Spain, or Rhodes, or where the lotus-eaters lived. But
his mind, so soon as he had put down the grey book, ran still on his
raft, and out he raced to see it again, fresh and bright from the rest
of leaving it alone a little while.

Volume One—Chapter Two.
The Launch.
As he came near a butterfly rose from the raft, having stayed a
moment to see what this could be among the dandelions and
buttercups, but Bevis was too deeply occupied to notice it. The
cord was of no use; the rollers were of no use; the wheelbarrow
occurred to him, but he could not lift it on, besides it was too large,
nor could he have moved it if it would go on. Pan was not strong
enough to help him haul, even if he would submit to be harnessed,
which was doubtful. The cart-horses were all out at work, nor
indeed had they been in the stable would he have dared to touch
them.
What he wanted to do was to launch his raft before any one saw or
guessed what he was about, so that it might be a surprise to them
and a triumph to him. Especially he was anxious to do it before
Mark came; he might come across the fields any minute, or along
the road, and Bevis wished to be afloat, so that Mark might admire
his boat, and ask permission to stop on board. Mark might appear
directly; it was odd he had not heard his whistle before. Full of this
thought away went Bevis back to the house, to ask Polly the
dairymaid to help him; but she hunted him out with the mop, being
particularly busy that day with the butter, and quite deaf to all his
offers and promises. As he came out he looked up the field, and
remembered that John was stopping the gaps, and was at work by
himself that day; perhaps he would slip away and help him.
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